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HOMECOMING EVENTS

Superhero 'slim relay
'Superheroes' slide through
ketchup, pudding for points
BY LAURA GRIFFITH

l'CTIVITIES EDITOR

PORTIA M ORALES/THED\ILYEASTERN NEWS

Joe Galvan, a sophomore elementary education major, waits for the whistle to
start at the Super Hero Relay Thursday afternoon in the South Quad.

The rain didn't stop several Greek
organizations from racing to be the
champion of the Homecoming
Superhero Relay Tuesday.
"Superman goes through rain or
shine. He doesn't care about the
weather. Why should we?" said
Theresa Outman, a senior marketing major and spectator during the
event.
It was chaotic at first, said
Homecoming Coordinator PJ
Bailey, when University Board was
trying to figure out whether to move
the event inside because of the
weather.
"The rain made it more fun,"
Bailey said. "It was awesome. Ic was
so slimy; it reminded me of little
kids."
Each terun consisted of six teammates
and
one superhero.
Terunmates stood at each post co
assist his or her terun's superhero in
putting on a piece of superhero
clothing.
The superheroes, wrapped in toilet paper and wearing underwear, a
ski mask and a cape, raced to the finish line.
At the finish line, the superheroes
dove into a tatp covered in ketchup,
mustard, pudding, oil, water, marshmallows and soft drinks, said Erin

MI CHELLE ARNOLD/THE D\ILY EASTERN
NEWS

Jason Reagle, a freshman history
major, bobs for rubber gloves at the
Superhero Relay Tuesday afternoon.
Miller, a graduate assistant in the
Student Llfe Office.
There were three heats in the race,
and the top three ceruns with the best
times were awarded homecoming
points.
Sigma Sigma Sigma came in third
place with a time of two minutes
and eleven seconds. Sigma Pi came
in second place with two minutes
and four seconds.
The combined team of Delta Zeta
and Delta Tau Delta won the event
with a time of one cninute and forty
seven seconds.
Jackie Cri.ko and Kacie Jo Bruner,
both freshmen members of Delta
Zeta, spoke positively about the
event, despite the weather.
"It was a good bonding experience," they said.

Students sing and shout for homecoming
BY

STACY SMITH

STAFF WRITER

For the first time ever, the homecoming committee presented "Yell
Like Hell," where students cheered
and danced co earn points for homecoming.
Teams made of students in
Recognized Student Organizations
competed in a cheer and dance routines which lasted between three to
five cninuces.
The organizations were judged
on creativity, costume, school spirit,
theme choice, originality, unity,
variety and difficulty. The groups
were judged by faculty members and
instructors from across campus.
Sigma Kappa won first place,
Alpha Sigma Tau and Sigma Nu won
second and Alpha Phi won third.
Jess O'Neill, Sigma Kappa team
captain, said she was proud of her

CARRIE H OLLI StrHEDAILYEASTERN NEWS

Mark Winslow, a sophomore physical education major, and Gwen Barret, a soph·
omore recreation major, dance together in McAffee Gymnasium for the first Yell
Like Hell. Sigma Nu and Alpha Sigma Tau placed second in the contest.
girls because they all worked very
hard.
She also said she was excited
about winning, especially considering che team only had three hours co
work on their routine.

Most of the participants who
signed up for the competition had
past cheer and dance experience or
just wanted to have a good rime,
O'Neill said.
"We're just that good," said

Stephanie Birnbaum, a Sigma Kappa
member.
First, second and third place teams
all received trophies. Each team chat
participated received 10 homecoming points. Sigma Kappa received an
additional 10 points for corning in
first, Alpha Sigma Tau and Sigma Nu
received an additional eight points
and Alpha Phi received an additional
five points. Each organization
receives points for the homecoming
events they are involved in, and
whichever organization gets the most
points receives a prize.
The event had a great n1mouc and
is intended co be a yearly event, said
Ryan Tracy, senior communication
srudies major and member of the
panther pride committee.
Tracy helped present che event and
said, "I didn't really know what to
expect because it was the first ti.me,
but I was pleasantly sutprised."

STEPHEN HAAS/THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS

Eastern is one of 3,300 college
stores that subscribe to get discounted books and reduced shipping
rates. In return they insert advertisements like those pictured above
in text books and shopping bags.

Subscribing
for more
discounts
East ern partners
with advertisers
for reduced
shipping rates,
discounted
textbooks
Bv

ERIN M ILLER

STAFF WRITER

Eastern is one of many colleges or
universities that receive discounts on
textbooks by packaging various forms
of advertisements in books and shopping bags.
"We are a member of che National
Association of College Stores and they
offer discounts on certain titles and
reduce shipping rates, and in return,
magazine inserts must be included,"
said Carol Miller, deputy director of
textbook rental.
The National Association of
College Stores helps keep constant
communication between the companies and the bookstores, Miller said.
There are 3,300 college scores tllat
are members and 1,200 companies
are supplier members, said Laura
Nakoneczny, director of public relations for che National Association of
College Stores.
The NACS is a trade association
that helps college scores become more
effective and improve business,
Nakoneczny said.
They help form partnerships
between colleges and businesses so
discounts can be arranged, she said.
The University Subscription
Service of Downers Grove, IL, accoroing to their website, is a member of
NACS and works with magazine publishers to reduce the rates of magazine
subscriptions so deals can be passed
on to the students through advertisements.
University Subscription Service
reaches about 50 colleges and univerSEE
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WIU president
issues apology in
racial profiling case
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

MACOMB, - Western Illinois University President Al
Goldfarb has apologized and ordered a review of campus
police policies amid allegations of racial profiling after a
group ofstudents was forced out ofa car at gunpoint during an August traffic stop near a WIU residence hall.
Three of the five students filed a discrimination complaint against campus police after they were stopped
and handcuffed as police investigated a report about five
black males who had displayed a gun while driving
through Macomb.
Four of the students were women, according to the
complaint. The students, two black, two Hispanic and
one white, were never told why they were being stopped
when police from several agencies pointed guns at them
as they got out of the car, the complaint alleges.
Goldfarb said police erred by not explaining the stop,
and he ordered the department to review its policy on
traffic stops. He also ordered a review of policies on citizen complaints, saying che department should encourage feedback on its conduct.
The wuversity also will require all campus police to
undergo training related to diversity and racial profiling.
"Western has a strong commitment to equity, social
justice and diversity, and to maintaining a safe, secure
and welcoming campus climate for the entire community," Goldfarb said in a statement Monday.
The wliversity is investigating whether the officers
involved in the stop should be disciplined, WIU
spokesman John Maguire said.
Vanessa Shackelford, one of the students who filed the
complaint, said she was encouraged by Goldfarb's
response.
"There is still a lot of work to be done, but this is a
good first step," said Shackelford, 23, of Chicago.

CORRECTIONS
In Monday's edition ofThe Daily Eastern News, Kristen
Dorsey's name was spelled incorrectly.
In Tuesday's edition, it was reported that a prayer service
for Latin America would be held at the Newman Catholic
Center Tuesday evening. The service was held in the
Effingham Room of the Martin Luther King Jr. University
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Rick Johnson, a consultant for Chick-Fil-A, gives Scott Nichols, a freshman business major, a free chicken nugget along with the Eat More
Chicken Cow Tuesday afternoon in the University Food Court.

WTF?

WORD
DU JOUR

Minnesota Police chase
blues brother impersonator

blandish
1 . to coax w~h flat

tery; cajole
2 . to act or speak in
a flattering or coax

CRYSTAL, Minn. - Police responding
to a call of a convulsing Elvis Presley
impersonator soon found themselves in a
high-speed chase of another faux celebrity
- a man dressed as one of the Blues
Brothers.
Crystal Police Capt. Dave Oyaas said the
bizarre string of events began when officers
were called to a veterans hall Monday morning to find a man dressed as Elvis Presley
apparently in convulsions.
When the officers approached, Oyaas
said the man suddenly jumped up and
yelled, "Viva Las Vegas!" before singing
show tunes.
At about the same time, two women said
another man at the veterans hall dressed as

John Belushi's character in "The Blues
Brothers" had stolen their car and driven to
a nearby airport.
The man led police on a high-speed chase
around the airport before officers forced llim
to stop and arrested him.
"It's one of those things that you stop and
scratch your head, and you think that 'Am I
seeing what I think I'm seeing?"' Oyaas said.

Oyaas said charges pending against d1e men
could include disorderly conduct, fleeing police
and drunken driving.
The men had been drinking together at d1e
VFW before police arrived.
Blood tests will show how much, but
Oyaas said, "I would venture to say quite a
bit."
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COUNTING
DOWN

3

Days until Eastern
hosts the Murray

ONLINE
POLL
In correlation to
Homecoming
Week's
superhero
theme, this
week's poll
asks our
readers what
two superheros
they would
most like to see
in a fight.
A)

Batman

B) Catwoman vs.
Wonderwoman

State Racers for
this year's
Homecoming

C) Iceman vs. The
Human Torch

game at 1 :30

D) Mighty Mouse

p.m ., Saturday at

vs. Underdog

O'Brien Stadium
VOT E@

Union with several churches participating.

T HEDAILY

Also in Tuesday's edition, the Eastern Kentucky Colonels

TODAY'S EVENTS

were referred to as the Indians. The News regrets the
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students of Eastern Illinois University. It is
published daily Monday through Friday, in
Charleston, Ill., during fall and spring
semesters and twice weekly during the
summer term except during school vaca·
tions or examinations. Subscription price:
$50 per semester, $30 for summer, $95 all
year. The Daily Eastern News is a member
of The Associated Press, which is en tided to
exclusive use of all articles appearing in
this paper.
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Chance for communication majOIS lo leam about career options in that field of studies, as well as networking opportunity

errors.

The Daily Eastern News is produced by the

vs.

Superman

HAVE A SUGGESTION?

Ifyou have any suggestions or ideas
for articles you would like to see in
The Dairy .Eastern News, feel free to
contact us at 581-2812 or by e-mail
mmeinheit@yahoo.com.
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FACULTY SENATE

Convocation attendance could become mandatory
BY

JENNIFER PERYAM

ADMINISTRATION EDITOR

A freshmen course chat would help students
adjust to college life and make convocation a
requirement was discussed by the Faculty Senate
Tuesday.
"We are particularly proud of the retention
rates of students enrolled in the course but still
have a lot to accomplish," said Karla Sanders,
director of the center for academic support and
achievement.
EIU 1111 : University Foundations, is a
course designed to help freshmen make the most
of college by fu.miliarizing students with expectations, developing critical thinking skills and
engaging them in educational and social experiences at Eastern, Sanders said.
The number of students enrolled in the
course started out at 276 in 2000 and increased
to 554 students in 2003. The numbers for this
year have not yet been released, Sanders said.
"I chink what has contributed to chis increase
in enrollment is that we have encouraged faculty to identify smdents who would benefit from
this course before it starts," Sanders said.
Some of the students faculty are encouraged

to target are students who commute, smdents
with learning disabilities and athletes.
The course suggests students attend three
scheduled campus activities to better acquaint
them with the university. Senate Member Bud
Fischer said attending convocation should be a
requirement for new smdents.
"College is the first time many students are
away from home, and I feel convocation sets an
academic tone for these students," Fischer said.
Nancy Marlow, faculty laureate for convocation, said the event used to be an opportunity for
parents and students to attend but is now a more
formal event for students.
"Convocation is a time for freshman to switch
gears from high school to college, and this event
is a nice formal beginning to the school year,"
Marlow said.
"Requirements are tough, but if we want good
attendance at events we need to teach faculty to
incorporate options for students to attend," said
Senate Member John Pommier.
The Faculty Senate will again discuss making
convocation attendance a requirement next
CO LIN M c AULIFFE/IHE DAILY EASTERN NEWS

week.
The Faculty Senate meets at 2 p.m. Tuesdays
in the Booth library Conference Room 4440.

Karla Sanders speaks to Faculty Senate members Tuesday afternoon about the freshman enrollment numbers and the gateway program.

CITY COUNCIL

HOMECOMING EVENTS

'Dating Doctor' to cure relationship blues City will save $300k with loan
BY

MYLA BRADFORD

STAFF WRITER

College students experiencing dating problems can get advice tonight
from the "Dating Doctor," Dave
Coleman.
The Lecn1res Committee of the
University Board is hosting the dating
lecture at 8pm in the Grand Ballroom
at the Marcin Luther King Jr.
University Union as part of homecoming week.
Coleman has a Masters degree in
college student personnel administration and is a nine-time winner of the
National Collegiate Speaker of the
Year award, according to Maria
Santoyo, chair of the University
Board.
"H e will be crying to help make
relationships work and build better
ones," said Event Coordinator
Shannon Brende. Coleman will give

tips on dating and romantic ideas and
gestures, she said.
Santoyo said students need to have
courting skills and should know
what they should do and what they
shouldn't do. College students are at
the point in their lives where dating
is interesting as well as crucial, she
said.
"It will benefit people all
together because isn't that what
college is all about?" Brende said.
"It will not only help to make better relationships, but friendships
as well."
Lifelong friends are just as important as boyfriends and girlfriends, she
added.
Coleman will have a period of
question and answer as well as audience feedback after the lecrure, Brende
said. She expects the lecture to run
approximately no longer than two
hours.
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Dating Doctor Lecture

BY ERIN M ILLER
STAFF WRITER

+Who: "Dating Doctor,"
Dave Coleman

+What: Part of homecoming
week

+When: Wednesday, 8 p.m.
+Where: Grand Ballroom,
Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union

+ Why: Help students
improve their courting skills
and understand their relation
ships

+ How: Lectures Committee
of the University Board

"It will add variety to the entertainment for Homecoming week,"
Santoyo said.

The Charleston City Council voted
Oct. 5 to take out a $1.2 million loan
from Bank of America to pay off an
early retirement program.
In November 2002, the council
voted to take part in the Municipal
Retirement Fund, an early retirement
incentive program that would cost the
city $1.6-rnillion after a five-year
repayment plan was initiated.
H ad the city decided to take a loan
out through the state, the interest rate
over the five-year period would have
been a minimum of7.5 percent, said
Council Member Larry Rennels, who
in 2002 voted against the early retirement program.
The early retirement program had a
3-2 council vote in 2002.
The loan through Bank ofAmerica,
which Rennels voted for, will give the

city a$1.2 million loan chat the city will
repay during a five-year period at an
interest rate of3.3 percent.
A difference of 4.2 percentage
points will save the city $300,000 that
it would have had to pay if they had
gone through the state, Rennels said.
T he city has been working on this
process for several months, and they
took quotes from different banks, said
City Manager Scott Smith.
Even though the loan will save the city
money it will cost dle city more than $1
million that could have been used for
other improvements, Rennels said.
City Council Member Marge
Knoop said she has not been involved
with d1e loan process but voted for the
early retirement program because she
wanted to not only give people a better opportunity to find jobs, but allow
those who want to retire to do so.
"So far, I am happy with the outcome," Knoop said.
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EDITORIAL CARTOON BY GIA HYOS

Journalists need
passion in their jobs

URLY MULLAOY
SENIOR JOURNALISM
MAJOR

Mullady is a
monthly
columnist for
The Daily Eastern
News.

Since I was little and every day my grandpa sac in
his recliner or at the dinner table with the daily
newspaper spread out, I have been interested in journalism.
Sure, then, I looked over his shoulder or at the
comics until I was old enough to read Peanuts and
Blondie. Then the kiddie pages.
When I was 10, I helped my brother on his paper
route until I took it over at 12. On Sunday mornings
my mom would go with me to deliver at 6 a.m., and
then we'd go back home and read the paper together
over coffee for her and warm tea for me.
I liked how a person could learn about so many
different things, near and far, day after day. And so I
read. I was so intrigued by journalism, finding ic to
be such an honorable profession. After all, it was
specifically addressed in Freedom of the Press, given
rights no other field has.
I joined Kankakee High School's Keynote newspaper, and my local paper's teen council. When I chose
journalism, a few people scoffed, saying I had the
potential for careers where I could earn so much
more.
But what could be better than having my name on
thousands of people's breakfast tables, helping chem
live safer, happier or at least more informed?
So I began my quest toward the Tribune tower, or
a local newspaper, but I like to diink big. It's been a
learning experience so fur, here at
The Daily Eastern News and professionally at The Star
Newpapers of Tinley Park and
the south Chicago suburbs and
The Kankakee Daily journal I've
made mistakes along the way,
but none came from laziness or
lack of compassion.
Compassion is what I think
chis field needs - somediing we're forgetting about as
trusted figures like Dan Rather inform the nation
before checking facts; journalists like Stephen Glass,
Jayson Blair and several others plagiarize and top editors give up their positions after allowing repeated
ethical offenses to slide.
As journalists, the world is counting on us. We
can't publicize fabricated material because we're going
to beat other media to it or because we want to gee
noticed and move up the corporate ladder.
We can't spend years researching a story and when
we come across something chat seems to explain it,
put ic on national television before making sure it's
authentic.
It is our job to serve as another check and balance
of the government. But we cannot, within months of
a presidential election, broadcast misleading information about candidates.
In chis democracy, people are dependent on us, as
journalists, to give them the information they need
to make one of the most important decisions of their
lives - selecting their nation's leader.
As journalists, it's our responsibility and should be
our PASSION to do our jobs and do them well.
And it is time to make some changes in the field, to
re-introduce why we're working diere in the first
place - the people of our country and the world
around us.
We need their trust, and they need to be able to
trust us. Oscar Wilde said, "In America - the president reigns for four years and journalism - forever
and ever."
I'm excited to have that opportunity ahead of me
- excited that I can use my passion for a greater good
- and certain of a good future for journalism; for it
lies in my eager, compassionate hands.

"As journalists, the wortd
is counting on us. "

~

...

EDITORIAL

Age still matters in alcohol rule
A few halls have made, or are in die process
of making, a proposal to the Residence Hall
Association to alter the policy on alcoholic
beverages students are allowed co have in their
rooms. Among these halls are Lincoln,
Stevenson and Taylor.
These proposals would judge alcohol on its
content rather than its name. Some of the proposals would allow alcoholic beverages with 20
percent alcohol per volume, or

40 proo£

Other proposals might call for even higher
alcohol content.
In a previous editorial, we voiced our sup-

At issue

wane ln the privacy of their home. So we

Keeping
alcohol in
predominately
upperclassmen
residence halls.

endorse residence halls with predominately

Our stance
We support the
malt beverage
introduction in
some residence
halls but not
those with
mainly
underclassmen.

upperclassman populations like Stevenson
Hall to adopt such policies that would allow
diese older and hopefully more man1re residents to possess and responsibly consume
whatever alcoholic beverage they choose.
Our concern is residence halls, Carman Hall
in particular, with predominately underclassmen populations.

A policy that would make it easier for
stronger alcohol to get into Carman and other
residence halls with mostly freshmen could

port for breaking away from the current uni-

make a recipe for disaster. Even diough fresh-

versity policy, which bans students of legal

men are probably not 21, it is ignorant co

drinking age from possessing "malt beverages"

believe they would not try co imbibe alcohol in

in their residence hall rooms. The argument

dieir rooms. Making it easier for hard alcohol

for banning malt beverages is outdated since

to

they contain about the same amount, if not

mistake.

less, alcohol as beer or wine, which is allowed in the res-

get into underclassmen residence halls is a

Hard alcohol is something older students should have
easy access to, not lUlderclassmen.

idence halls.
We respect that students of legal drinking age should
be allowed to have whatever alcoholic beverage they

The ediwrial is the majority opinion of
The Daily &tern News editorial board.

YOUR TURN: LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
DIVERSITY COMES FROM
DIVERSE MINDS
I've always had a problem with
Eastern's diverse columns in the newspaper. And it wasn't because of the bland
reporting or unskilled writing. I didn't
know what kept nagging at me about
these columns w1til recently.
See, at first I thought "diverse," when
applied co a college campus, meant trying to gather as many diverse minds as
possible. However, this is flawed since it
is not what F.astem means when they say
"diverse," and it doesn't make sense, anyway. Everyone has a tmique mind with
distinct qualities (making them diverse),
and therefore there would be no reason

for this diversity rant since we have diversity by defuult.
No, that's not what Eastern means. So
d1Cn I went further. Perhaps they want
people &om diverse backgromids to
come together and learn some kind of
understanding.
Well, they already have that. They
have people diat come &om poor families all the way co upper-middle class (any
super rich people here?), and poople
from single fumily homes, divorced parents, single child, interracial adopting,
interracial marriages, married people,
single people, engaged people, etc. (you
get die point). So chat's not it, either.
And then the recent onslaught of
diverse columns appeared in the newspa-

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR: The Daily Eastern News accepts letters
to the editor addressing local, state, national and international issues.
They should be less than 250 words and include the authors' name,
telephone number and address. Students should indicate their year in
school and major. Faculty, administration and staff should indicate

per, and it hit me. Why are they saying
chat Eastern needs more minority faculty members co bring minority students
to the school?
They claim it brings diversity as if
white poople aren't diverse. Then a
bunch of numbers got thrown around
about how many black, asian, hispanic
and odier groups there were and how we
aren'tas diverse as we should be. So that's
it. When Eastern says "diverse," they
mean "race." They don't want diverse
minds; they want diverse skin. That's
what has been bothering me; that isn't
diversity, it's racism.
GREG LYONS
SENIOR ENGLISH MAJOR

their position and department. Letters whose authors cannot be verified will not be printed. We reseNe the right to edit letters for length.
Letters can be sent to The Daily Eastern News at 1811 Buzzard
Hall, Charleston IL 61920; faxed to 217-581-2923; or e-mailed to

mmeinhcit@yahoo.com.
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Forum to help f acuity to learn
about study abroad programs
BY STEPHANIE JOHNSON
STAFF WRITER

Faculty interested in creating study
abroad programs for Eastern students
can participate in a forum Wednesday
in Pemberton Hall.
The Faculty Senate, in conjunction
with the International Program, has
designed the forum to inform and
educate faculty about the process and
opportunities available for them to
design sn1dy abroad classes for
Eastern students.
"This program is designed to help
interested faculty design and understand the process of developing a
study abroad class," said Biological
Sciences Professor Bud Fischer.
Members of Eastern's faculty who
have participated in this program
before will discuss their experiences.
"The informational will give faculty understanding into the program

and why it is important for faculty to
lead study abroad programs," said
Elyse Lyons, interim coordinator of
education abroad.
"Past staff members that have participated before will give ideas on how
to implement programs as well as the
logistics behind it," Lyons said.
Most study abroad programs give
students the opportunity to visit other
parts of the world and learn from different cultures.
This program will give students and
faculty a chance to formally participate
in a program designed and operated
by faculty from their own school.
"There are a large number of universities offering study abroad opportunities for their students. We are just
trying to enhance our opportunities,"
Fischer said.
The focus group will meet from
noon to 1 p.m. today in the Lord
Dining Room of Pemberton Hall.

STATE •
BRIEFS
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ASSOCIATED PRESS

ANTI-OBAMA AD BEGINS
ON CENTRAL ILLINOIS TV
SPRINGFIELD - A television ad
criticizing Senate candidate Barack
Obama's legislative record began airing in central Illinois Tuesday, the day
of the first public debate between
Obama and Republican Alan Keyes.
The ad isn't from the Keyes can1paign, however. A group called
Empower Illinois, run by an aide to
former Republican Senate candidate
Jack Ryan, is sponsoring the ad.
Jeff Davis of Chicago says he has
raised $100,000 and plans to run the
ad in Springfield, Champaign and
Decatur through Friday and perhaps
show it in other places too.
Davis said Obama, a state senator
from Chicago, has not had to defend
his record because of Ryan's withdraw-

al this summer amid sex club allegations in his unsealed divorce records
and the sometimes rocky campaign of
Keyes, a Maryland Republican
recruited by the Illinois Republican
Party to replace Ryan.

THREAT AGAINST UNITED
FLIGHT FROM AMSTERDAM
DEEMED HOAX
C HICAGO - A United Airlines
flight from Amsterdam landed without incident Tuesday at O ' Hare
International Airport, hours after
authorities were alerted to an e-mailed
bomb threat that ultimately was dismissed as a hoax.
United Flight 909, operating in
partnership with Scandinavian
Airlines System, landed a few minutes
allead of schedule Tuesday afternoon
with 117 passengers and 11 crew
members aboard, the airline said.

CO LIN M c AULIFFE/IHE DAILY EASTERN NEWS

Meghan Parks, a junior elementary education major, listens intently as Aaron Lawson, a senior theater arts major,
serenades her at their dress rehearsal of ''The Fantasticks" Tuesday night. The play opens tonight at the Village
Theatre on 18th Street.

'Fantastick' musical to open
at Village Theatre Tonight
professor, is serving as the musicals
stage director, while Jerry Daniels, a
music professor, is serving as its music

BY CHRIS WALDEN
STAFFWRll'ER

"The Fantasticks" is coming to
Charleston's Village Theatre this week
for a string of performances.
A romantic comedy, "The
Fantasticks" is the longest-rwining
musical in history, boasting more than
15,000 performances over 42 years
since 1960.
The play, based on the 1894 play
"Les Romanesques" by Edmond
Rostand, was produced in 1960 by
Lore Noto and written by Tom Jones
and Harvey Schmidt. The musical
had been performed nationwide until
its final performance in 2002, when
Noto died at 79.
Since then, other casts and companies have picked up the musical for
their own performances.
Jean Wolski, theater arts associate
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"The Fantasticks" is a story about
parents manipulating their children to
fall in love," Daniels said. "It's also
about the naivete of children and lessons of trying to manipulate life."
"It's a universal story that almost
anyone can relate to," Wolski said.
"It's the quintessential love story that
shows if things come too easily, they're
not appreciated as much."
According to Daniels, "Try To
Remember" is a recurring song in the
musical that is memorable to audiences of older generations.
"At first, our cast didn't know anything about the show," Wolski said.
"But later some were saying 'Hey! I
know this song!"'
"Without a hurt, the heart is ho!-
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PARADE ESCORT TEAM

50¢ Hamburgers

"An ElU Tradit ion"

Live at Football Tailgating
Saturday 11:.lOan at O'BTian Stadium

director.

low" is one of the lines in "Try To
Remember" that emphasizes the
musical's theme, Daniels said.
These performances of the musical
deviate from the original Broadway
production in that it is not being performed on a platform stage, but the
play keeps its small, intimate theatrical
setting, Wolski said.
Both Eastern music majors and
theater majors will be acting in the
play.
"We've found that both music and
theater major snidents are working
really well together," Daniels said.
"The Fantasticks" will be in
Charleston for four nights following
tonight's 7 p.m. opening, at 7 p.m.
Oct. 14, 15, 16andat 2 p.m. Oct. 17.
Tickets must be purchased in
advance and are $9 for adults, $7 for
faculty, staff and senior citizens and
$4.50 for students.

Acampus and community joint-initiative promoting and insuring tbe safety
and welfare of EIU Homecoming parade spectators &participants. The

team iscomposed of locallawenforcement,EllJ staff and students,and
community members.

Participate
In Homecoming Festivities &Traditions 109 years in the making.

Celebrate
Respectfully, responsibly, and safely along theEIU Homecoming
Parade route.

Eliminate

lfl&l(lflSI

Negative &Abusive behaviorduring theHomecoming Parade

='

Demonstrate

s:~

I

'

$ 1000 Guaranteed
Payout

$1 Draft Beer
Thursday@ 7:00p m
*Must be 21 *

Apositive image for the ErU&Charleston Commuruty through
responsible celebration.
To report Parade Concerns
During the Parade: Contact local law enforcement
After the Parade: Contact EfU Student Iife office @58 l-3829 or
local law enforcement.
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Lecture will help with stress managment
BY LINDSEY D UNTON

"Stress" Lecture

ACTIVITIES REPORTER

With mid-term week here, many students are
feeling stressed as exams are piling up and the
realizacion that it is now or never to bring their
grades up.
To learn strategies and how to address the epidemic ofstress, Eastern's Counseling Center will
be hosting "Stress!-T he uncontrollable urge to
choke the living crap out of someone!" at 7:30
p.m. Wednesday in the Effingham Room of the
Marcin Luther King Jr. Student Union. The
workshop, presented by Staff Counselor Brenda
Crawford, is pare of the center's Life Skills
Workshop series for this semester.
"Generally, stress is a problem area for sn1dents," Crawford said. "Stress is a natural reav
tion to changes, and since our envirornnent is
always changing, stress is never-ending."
Crawford is holding the workshop to not only
teach students how to cope with stress, but furthermore to talk about the different types of
stress.
"There is good stress and bad stress,"
Crawford said. "The determining factor of good
and bad stress is the circumstance it is derived
from."
The workshop will present what stress is, what
causes vulnerability to stress, stress management
skills and relaxation techniques, Crawford said.
"I have stress due to studying, work and
extracurricular activities," said Jayme Kleen, a
sophomore family and consumer science major.
"To get rid of my stress I either go to the
(Sn1dent Recreation Center) or vent to my
friends."

+Who: Staff Counselor Brenda
Crawford
+What: Part of Life Skills Workshop
series

+ When: Wednesday, 7:30 p.m.
+ Where: Effiham Room, MLKJr. Union
+ Why: To learn strategies and how to
address the epidemic of stress

+ How: Sponsored by

Eastem's

Counseling Center

Lyndsay Kleiss, a sophomore elementary educacion major, also visits the REC to relieve stress
in her life due to homework and grades.
In addition, Crawford will be discussing what
happens to the body physically and psychologically when the body is stressed.
"We will end the workshop by speaking about
stress management and how students can balance things in their lives," Crawford said. "If
time permits, participants will have the opportunity to talk about their own personal strategies
they use to eliminate stress."
The Life Skills Workshop is free, and all
students are encouraged to attend the program.
"When it comes to school and homework, I
feel there are not enough hours in the day," said
Kendall Patterson, a sophomore policical science
major. "When I feel stressed I just stop what I
am doing and switch to something that I enjoy.
That always helps."
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PRESIDENCIAL ELECTION

Bush taunts Kerry, Democrat
crams for campaign's final debate
COLORADO SPRINGS, Colo. (AP) President Bush taunted Democracic rival John
Kerry and tested debate lines before friendly
audiences in Colorado and Arizona on Tuesday
while Kerry crammed in private for Wednesday
night's final faceoff of the campaign.
Three weeks before the eleccion, the mnning
mates were running hard, too. Vice President
Di.ck Cheney defended anew the invasion of
Iraq, but Sen. John Edwards said Bush and
Cheney had made a mess of the war and were
"out of touch with what's happening in the real
world."
Kerry prepared at a Santa Fe, N.M., hotel for
his third televised confrontacion with Bush,
scheduled for 9 p.m. EDT in Tempe, Ariz., but
he did take time during the afternoon for a bike
ride. Bush met with political advisers and his
debate sparring partner, Sen. Judd Gregg, R-

N.H.
At a rally in Colorado Springs, Bush mocked
Kerry's credibility and said the debates so far
"have highlighted the clear differences between
the senator and me on issues ranging from jobs
to taxes to health care to the war on terror."
Again and again he repeated what has become
a favorite refrain: Kerry "can run but he cannot
hide" from his record.
Bush won the Rocky Mountain state by more
than 8 percentage points in 2000, but Colorado
has shown signs it could tilt either way this year.
While the president spoke in Colorado

Springs, which went his way four years ago in
the soltthern part of the state, Edwards campaigned in Commerce City, just northwest of
Denver.
The North Carolina Democrat contended
that Bush was out of touch with important
issues including health care and the economy,
including jobs lost to other nations.
"I'll tell you what would be good for the economy, would be to outsource George Bush," he said.
On the stump and in an interview with AP
Radio, Edwards criticized administration decisions regarding Iraq. He cited U.S. deaths that
have topped 1,000, and he said the country had
become a magnet for terrorists.
But Cheney. campaigning in Iowa, said that
under Saddam Hussein the cow1try probably wotdd
have served as a source of weapons for terrorists.
"The situacion we faced was Saddam H ussein
and Iraq presented the most likely place where
there could be a nexus between the terrorists on
the one hand and weapons of mass destmction,"
Cheney said.
The chief U.S. weapons inspector in Iraq said
Oct. 6 that he had concluded that Saddam's Iraq
had produced no weapons of mass destruction
after 1991 and that Iraq's ability to develop such
weapons had weakened over years ofU.N. sanccions. However, Charles Duelfer, head of the
Iraq Survey Group, said Saddam remained a
threat and hoped to revive his weapons program
if the United Nacions lifted sanctions.
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CoNTINUEO FROM PACE 1

Panthers streak stops at 7

sities in Illinois and offers values on magazine titles
thac appeal co students and teachers, said Vince Wolff,
director of markecing fur University Subscription
Service.
"We try to market to teachers using different current event magazines chac will help aid them in the
classroom," he said.
Nakoneczny said companies target students because
they value magazines.
"We believe that college students are receptive consumers when something of value is presented co
them," she said.
Nakoneczny notes that the company doesn't enfurce
anything that might bring harm to the students; there
is always a benefit offered. She said NACS don't
include credit card advertisements because that can
result in debt and more bills.
Most colleges put inserts in bags, but Eastern puts
many of their inserts inside che textbooks,
Nakoneczny said.
This process isn't time consuming because each
book needs to be processed so the employees at textbook rental are alceady working with each individual
book, Miller said.
"I had no idea that the magazine advertisements had
a purpose," said laura Kenny, senior history major. "I
just thought they were left there by the previous
owner."
Miller said there have been no complaints about the
current system of advertising, but said textbook rental
services are open to feedback from students.

STATE.
BRIEFS,,

1,000 jobs lost
if Air National
Guard base closes
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

SPRINGFIELD- Central Illinois would lose
nearly 1,000 jobs if the Air National Guard base in
the capital city closes, according to a new study.
City officials hope to show the devastating financial
effects cl1at closing the base would have on the area
They want to persuade federal officials to look
elsewhere as they close military bases nationwide
starring next year, even though a federal commission
overseeing base closures hasn't been appointed and
local officials have no reason to think the home of
the 183rd Fighter Wing is in danger.

ILLINOIS CORN CROP ESTIMATED TO
EXCEED 2 BILLION BUSHELS
CHAMPAIGN - Illinois farmers are expected to
harvest more cl1a.11 2 billion bushels of com and
nearly 483 million bushels of soybeans this full, setcing new records for both crops, the Agriculture
Department said Tuesday.
Yet despite such bounty, farmers are getting less
per bushel for it unless chey signed contracts locking
in higher prices.
"I got caught not selling near enough ahead on com
and that's really going to hurt me," said Joe Thoele,
who farms abouc 800 acres near Teutopolis. A bigger
crop won't help his bottom line much, he said.

MARINE WOUNDED IN IRAQ
BECOMES FATHER OF QUINTUPLETS
CHICAGO - Marine Sgt. Joshua Horcon
planned on being at his wife's side when she gave
bircl1 to quintuplets. Bue first he needed to be with
the Marines he had helped train where cl1ey needed
him most: in Iraq.
"He was taking them into combat for the first
cime. He wanted co gee them cl1ere safely and
return," said Dean Fisher, the bishop of Horton's
church in Oswego who had talked to Horton and
his wife, Taunacy, befure H orton decided to volunteer for duty in Iraq.

B Y D AN WOIKE

"I told the team Iwant to see their
response on this on the court Friday."

STAFF WRITER

The Eastern volleyball team's
seven-match winning streak
screeched to a halt Tuesday when
the team dropped their firsc
match in nearly a month to
Evansville.
The Pantheis (14-4, 6-0) struggled with ball control in d1e 27-30,
30-25, 28-30, 30-25, 11-15 loss co
the non-confu-ence fue.
Injuries furced Pandler Head
Coach Brenda Winkeler to shuffle
the lineup, and she said the team
missed being at full-strength.

B RENDA W INKELER, H EAD COACH

"We made enough errois for a
match-and-a-half," she said.
The Purple Aces (9-10) capitalized on Eastern's 20 seive-related
errois -14 service errois and six
return errois.
Wmkeler said her team's inability to control both aspects of the
serving game kepc her team from
executing their game plan.
Senior outside hitter Erica Gerth

led the team offensively and defensively with record team-highsof20
kills and 20 digs.Jwlior middle hitter Megan Crabtree added 14 kills,
and junior Aja Kohlbecker contributed 19 digs in the losing cause.
Eastern last suffered defeat on
September 18 when Xavier swept
the team at the Blue Demon invitational prior to the start of Ohio

Valley Conference play.

RECRUIT:

HOHEN DAL:

CONTINUED FROM PACE 12

CONllNU(O FROM PACE 12

us this season and does a great job
with that," Shallenberger said. "He
could succeed at chat righc away on
chat level."

Sammy Sosa yelled profanities at Sports Illustrated
Reporter Rick Reilly when
Reilly asked Sosa, "Why not
get the steroid test over with
and prove to the world you're
clean.,,,

The one thing Shallenberger said
attracted college scouts about his
senior leader was the intangibles
Kesler brings to the gridiron.
"He's a kid who leads by example
and has a passion for foocball,"
Shallenberger said. "He's certainly
ignited our football team, and cl1at's
a big reason we have won seven in a
row."

Ken Caminicti came ouc
and adinitted iliac he was on
steroids during his MVP season in 1996 with cl1e San
Diego Padres and said that
he's not the only player in
baseball that used perfurma.nee enhancing drugs.

I find it ironic that
Guninicti died a short period
after he announced he took
steroids during his MVP season. And cl1e11 last night I'm
watching F.SPN "Outside cl1e
Lines," and everyone that
talked abouc him had nothing
but good dlings to say.
The fact is Guninicti is
dead. God bless the dead, buc
my suspicion is that his steroid
use may have had a litcle something to do with his death.
"What is MLB's steroid
policy?" I typed into
Askjeeves.com. What do you
know? It didn't lead me co

The loss provides the Panthers
wicl1 an opportunity for redemption when they get back on the
court.
"I told the team I wane to see
dleir response to this on the court
Friday," Winkeler said. 'That will
be a big test."
The Pandlers remrn to OVCaction with a chance to return to
dle victory oolumn Friday when
dlCJT host Samford (4-11, 2-4) at 7
p.m. at Lantz Arena. l11e team
ren1rns to the court 2 p.m.
Samrday to tangle with the
Jacksonville State Gamecocks (134, 4-2)

MLB's policy on steroids.
Professional athletes cannot
continue to carry on like this.
Along wicl1 the drugs, there's
all this Kobe Bryant stuff
going around. Some people
didn't know what team he
played for, but they knew he
was on trial for rape.
This can't be how professional athletes want to be portrayed. The commissioners, or
whoever is in cllarge, should
be a lictle more strict with
playeis who want to carry on
like dlis. If cl1ey want to use
drugs, cl1ey should have to pay
for it.

Judge tosses murder charges against man accused of causing fire
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

PHILADELPH IA - A judge threw out
murder charges Tuesday against a man
whose basement marijuana-growing equipment overheated and started a blaze cl1at
killed two firefighters.
Judge Teresa Deni said prosecutors had
not shown that 35-year-old Daniel Brough
was acting with malice when he set up highpowered lights and fans to help grow the
plants.
The judge ordered Brough to face a trial
on numerous ocher charges, including
involuntary manslaughter, marijuana possession and causing a catastrophe.
A tangle of wires caught fire in August at

NATIONAL
BRIEFS

Brough's rowhouse in the cicy's Pore
Richmond section. Firefighteis John Taylor,
53, and Rey Rubio, 42, were found unconscious in the smoke-filled basement.

REPORT: GROWING MEDICAID
COSTS NOW EQUALS AMOUNT
SPENT ON K-12
The cost of Medicaid continues to grow
faster chan any other portion of state spend-

NON SEQUITUR BY WILEY MILLER

~

BOONDOCKS BY AARON MCGRUDER

ing, overtaking prinlary educacion for the
first rime and forcing reduccions in welfare
and other assistance, according to a report
released Tuesday by the nation's governors
and budget officers.
Even as state economies, on average,
showed improvement in the past year after
a long spell of red ink, Medicaid and other
healili care costs gobbled up nearly all the
new money and will continue to do so, officials said. Medicaid is cl1e joint state-federal
healili care program for the poor.
"What we're seeing is Medicaid is going
co trump education spending, going forward," said Ray Scheppach, executive
director of the National Governors
Association.
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WOMEN'S RUGBY

The team's season success leaves schedule sparse
BY MAn LEIBERT
STAFF WRITER

The Eastern Illinois women's rugby
team has proved itself to be one of the
best mgby teams in the nation.
The team is current~' 6-0 on the season and has only allowed two scores
against them.
They have also broken many school
records so fu in the season and defeated one opponent by a 98 point margin.
The Panthers play hard every weekend, and the scores of their games
prove It.
Yet they always find another team to
play, even ifthey have to drive 11 hours
to play, like they did for Clemson.
But being such a great team does
have its drawbacks: finding other teams
to play them.
Head Women's Rugby Coach Frank
Graziano said that it is always a challenge to find enough teams to schedule
an enore season.

"We fuce this challenge every season,
but every season we make it work,"
Graziano said. "There are the teams
that we play every year, but we are USLlally able to find new teams to face us.
'The teams we always play, such as
the University of Illinois and Ohio
State, are good teams to play because
they are good teams."
Next season the team hopes to play
some more Big Ten schools such as
Michigan State and Wisconsin,
Graziano said.
Mid1igan and Nebraska are both
teams that Eastern played this year.
Both games were shutouts, and the
smallest margin of victory was 74
points.
Both of these teams, though suffering huge losses to the Panthers this season, will most likely be part ofEastern's
schedule again next season.
"I've been speaking with the coaches
from Michigan and Nebraska, and
both are interested in playing us next

year," Graziano said.
Still, even those teams that Eastern
has played this year will not likely face
the Panthers so early in the season
because they would like to have played
more games and have more time to
practice before facing Eastern,
Graziano said. Even though there are
some teams that will still play Eastern,
there are also those teams that will not,
such as Arkansas and Western Illinois,
Graziano said.
Some of these teams travel a lengthy
distance to come here and play the
Eastern mgby team.
Arkansas traveled five and a half
hours to come to Eastern and lose

103-5.
"Teams like to come here and see
what the NCAA is all about," Graziano
said.
"We have great facilities and great
fans, so let them (opposing teruns) play
some games, then come here and give
us a ganle," Graziano said.

STEPHEN HAAS/THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS

Senior lock Maureen Kirby breaks through a group of Western Illinois
University players at Lakeside Rugby Field Sept. 25. The team currently has a
record of 6-0 on the season.

Loyola University Chicago
r
Interns/zip &Career Center
g11ida11ce• vision 1 discovery

Make Your Move
Loyola University Chicago
Fall 2004 Job, Internship &
Professional School Fair
•Thursday October 28
• 1:00-5:00 pm
•Lake Shore Campus
•Gentile Center
•6525 N. Sheridan Road
1

For More Information:
Loyola University Chicago
Internship &Career Center
Visn us at: www.luc.edu/resources/career
Email: careercenter@luc.edu
Water Tower
25 E. Pearson Lobby
312/915-7300
Lake Shore
Granada Center, Room 230
773/508-2874

If you purchase ten or more inches in the Homecoming
Guide, you will receive one free color ~lue) to place in
your advertisement. The guide will run on Friday,
October 15th. Call your DEN advertising representative
at 581-2816 today to place your ad.
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SHUTTING OUT THE COMPETITION

8v JOSHUA TORREZ
STAFF WRITER

When Eastern women's soccer team
was in need of comic relief, they called
upon their junior captain, Lee Ann
Langsfeld.
After Eastern had their 20-game
conference winning streak broken, the
team once again looked to Langsfeld
for that same relief Langsfeld responded by guiding Eastem's defense inco a
shutout against Samford University
last Sunday (1-0).
"We were disappointed when we
lost, but it gave us more motivations
on Sunday to go out and beat
Samford," Langsfeld said. "It made us
realize that we can be beaten, and it
allowed us to step back and look at our
success and refocus."
The only goal of the game was
scored by sophomore midfielder
Trisha Walter off a penalty shot.
"It felt good not to be scored on,"
Langsfeld said. "Our performance
against Samford allowed us to rebuild
our confidence in the back."
Eastern is currently in second place
under Samford witl1 an overall record
of7-4-2 and 3- 1- 1 in me Ohio Valley
Conference.
"Sw1day was the best game of tl1e
season for us," H ead Coach Steve
Ballard said. "We turned tl1e corner
this weekend and are scaning to play
well again as we always do. Friday's loss
against Jacksonville was a good wake
up call, and me girls have responded."
Eastern has five games left in tl1e
season. Three of the games are conference competitions against Murray
State, Tennessee-Martin and Soumeast
Missouri. Eastern will be looking to
Lee Ann Langsfeld to guide the

L AU RA MILENfrHEDALY EASTERN NEWS

Junior midfielder Lee Ann Langsfeld sends the ball up the field during a recent home game at Lakeside Field.
Langsfeld was selected third team All-Ohio Valley Conference her sophomore year and second team All-Ohio Valley
Conference her freshman year.
defense once again in hopes of another shutouc.
"Lee Ann is a very fonny person.
She has spunk," sophomore forward
Vicky Garrison said. "She brings light
to a lot of siniations regardless of the
.
"
circumstances.
A lot is at stake with the conference
title on me line. With it lies home-field
advantage in the OVC Tournament,
and with the success of winning the
tournament lies a one-way ticket into
the NCM competition.
"I see us winning tl1e OVC and
going to tl1e second round of the
N CM Tournament," Langsfeld said.
"It would be nice to host the OVC

STUDENTS CANT RUN FROM
THE FLU

Tournament at home and not have to
travel. H aving the support of our family and friends would be very comforting, but in order for us to achieve this
goal everyone must contimte to work
hard."
Most of Eastern's success has been
because of tl1eir ability to adjust on me
field, a characteristic most teams lack.
"Lee Ann has been doing well with
the control of all the formation
changes our team has made on me
field," senior goalkeeper Lindsay
Dechert said. "She has a lot ofpressure
on her and she has been dealing with
it well."
At the beginning of the year, H ead

Coach Steve Ballard decided to change
his teams formation from a combiriation 4-4-2/4-3-3 formation to a 3-4-3
formation with hopes of causing more
of an offensive threat. Eastern had
trouble adjusting to me change in formation at me begirming of tl1e season.
They opened the season with a 2-0
shutout against Evansville, but later
suffered two shutouts: one to Notre
Dame 0-2, and the other to N ebraska
0-4. Eastern either severely dominated
their opponents or struggled and lost
painfolly. Five of Eastern's seven victories resulted in shutouts.
"It's crucial for a team to be able to
adjust and adapt during a game. We've

been floating around with our formation throughout the season,"Coach
Ballard stated. "We have gone back to
our previous 4-4-2/4-3-3 combination. We will now start off all of our
games in a 4-4-2 and adjust afterwards
if necessary. We like to dictate the
game because teams will have to adjust
to our game."
Samford also has three conference
games left in me season against Austin
Peay, Tennessee Tech and Morehead
State. All three are teams Eastern has
previously defeated, but in order for
Eastern to regain first place the
Panthers must win two of their last
cl= games, if not all of them, and
hope dtat Samford loses at least once
in order to tie and twice to capmre
first.
"We played 19 girls in our last
game, and mey all played extremely
well; that's what we've been searching
for all season. The stronger we are individually the better our team will be as
a whole," Coach Ballard said. " We
need to win the OVC period because
witl1 it allows us a bid into the N CM
Tournament."
Lee Ann has one and half years of
soccer left to play at Eastern but is
nowhere near ready to go.
"If it was up to me I'd stay and keep
playing soccer, but I guess you have to
grow up sometime," Langsfeld said
laughing. "I'm going to be an art
teacher when I graduate, but I also
want to coach wherever I teach."
Langsfeld also said that her first couple of weeks at Eastern were rough,
and she still despises early practices,
but the outcome is well worth all the
time tl1at is put in.
"Playing soccer is very time-consuming, but it also allows individtials
to make friends, and it makes you disciplined," Langsfeld claimed. " I just
hope everyone comes in and has just as
great of an experience as I've had and
dtat mey recognize that it's a great
accomplishment to play sports at a college level and to realize that we are a
part of sometlung great."

<ii) Homecoming Parade~
~
•tHIUK·~ ~1 200~
Conduct Code EAsi'ERN
... ..

As aparticipant in the 2004 EIU HomecomingParade, we appreciate your
support in making this year's event asuccess! ln an effort to make the

GET YOUR FLU SHOTS!
Flu shots begin October 11th
Appointment preferences will be given to
people at high risk. 581-3013
Health Service Flu Clinics
Wednesday, October 13
Tuesday, October 26
Wednesday, October 27
Times for all clinic dates are

B:OOam - 11 :30am & 1:30pm - 3:30pm
NO APPOINTMENTS NEEDED

rubber
ducks
agree ...
Reading The Daily Eastern News can prevent 15

Homecoming Parade experience asafe and enjoyableone for pa11lcipants
and spectators. we ask that ParadeParticipants abide bythe following ntles
of EIU Homecoming ParadeConduct:

Tuesday -

open mlc 9-1

w/ Tommy O'Dell

We d, Thurs,
& Saturday -

karaoke
classJc rock &.
80's DJ
DC productions

1) NO throwing of candy or objects along theparade route at

Friday -

spectators; candy may be handed-out ortossed at the feet of
spectators
2) NO disorderly conduct on the part of any Parade Paiticipants
that shall include, but not limited to incapacitation due to the

hours: 9 - 1 tues.-sat.
s hot specials every night

influence and abuse of alcohol;use of acontrolled substance or
intoxicating substances.
3) NOinappropriate behavior or actions that shall include, but not
limited to provocative body language, dance routines or moves,
language, lewd or obscene gestures\ or indecent exposure that
would incite spectators, reflecting negatively on EIU and Parade
Participants.
HAVE AN ENJOYABLE EIU HOMECOMING PARADE!

4:00, 6:45, 9:25
LADDER 49 (P G·13) Daily 4:20,7:00, 9:35
FORGOTTEN (PG-1 3) Daiy 5:00, 7:30,
9:50
S HARK TALE (PG) 3:45, 4:40, 6:20, 7:15,
0:45, 9:45

ADVERTISE
In the DEN
581 -2816

PANTHER SPORTS CALENDAR
FRIDAY
SATURDAY

SUNDAY

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER

3 p.m.
1:30 p.m.

W OMEN'S SocCER VS. M URRAY STATE
F OOTBALL VS. M URRAY STATE

Cmss Country at NCAA Pre-Nationals
Volleyball vs. Jacksonville State

lOa.m.

W OMEN'S R UCBY VS. OHIO STATE

11 a.m.

13, 2004

7p.m.

&stern Illinois University, Charleston

BASEBALL

Fall ball begins
Athletes
must be
accountable

Eastern baseball
plays five games
this week in intersquad scrimmage
BY DAN RENICK

D'bere are people who snort
cocaine, shoot heroine and smoke
crack everywhere, but when they
are professional athletes, it seems
people in charge of that respective
sport nirn their heads and pretend
it's not happening.
Daryl Strawberry was caught in
possession of cocaine how many
times?
le would be interesting to add up
how many pounds of marijuana
Michael Irvin, Leon Lett and the
rest of the Dallas Cowboys were
caught with throughout the years.
Professional athletes are given
countless chances while the general
public pays dearly for the same
crimes those atlueces commit And
tl1ac's jusc whac they are: crimes.
As of right now using narrotics is
illegal. So why is ic thac when professional achleces are caught with
illegal narcotics they're slapped on
the wrisc and sent back on the
field?
Recently Baltimore Ravens nmning back Jamal Lewis was charged
with conspiring co distribute
cocaine and using a cell phone co
plan a drug transaction. The
charges are tl1e result of an FBI
investigation in the summer of
2000. Ifconvicted, Lewis would
have faced a sentence of ac least 10
years,whlchessenciallywouldhave
ended his NFL career.
lnscead of serving 10 years,
Lewis, who had the charge lowered
with a plea bargain, will only have
co serve four monilis in prison and
two monilis in a halfway house.
And he will only be suspended cwo
games by che NFL.
Basically, everyones saying to
Lewis tllat ic's OK dlac he had previous involvement in drugs.
I went on Askjeeves.com and
typed in the question, "What is the
Nffi substance abuse policy?"
le didn't lead me to tl1e Nm
policy on illegal substances, but ic
did give me a lisc of NFL players
who had violated the league's substance abuse policy. Here are jusc a
fewoftheNffifinestQuincy
Carter, Julius Peppers, Brett Favre
and Ricky Williams.
As many times as you hear about
NFL players smoking marijuana or
snorting cocaine, you hear jusc
about the same amotmt of things
about MLB players using steroids.
At the beginning of the season,
there was all that controversy surrounding Barry Bonds and Balco.
SEE
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ASSOCIATE SPORTS EDITOR

Eascern's baseball ceam is getting
back into gear chis week as they play
their World Series at Coaches
Stadium. The series is a five-game
week-long event thac splics the
Panther baseball inco cwo teams competing noc only for positions but for
something more appetizing: pizza.
The loser of che game has to buy
the ocher ceam pizza, junior pitcher
Mike Bouchez said.
"These games make everything
more competitive," Bouchez said.
"You hate the other team when
you're ouc chere playing, but when
it's over we come together as a
team."
"My ceam lose last year, so we've
goc something to prove," sophomore
infielder Adam Varrassi said.
Varrassi is competing for one of
the two middle infield spots lefc
open by che departure of shortstop
Kyle Haines and second basemen
Chris Uhle, who are now both in
minor league organizations.
"The compecicion is vicious ouc

chere," Varrassi said. "We're all going
balls to the walls."
Varrassi said he is competing with
upperclassmen for tl1e middle infield
spots, and all the players competing
are learning from each ocher.
And for tl1e freshman chac joined
che Panthers chis year, this is cheir
first taste of what college baseball is
like.
"It's a good chance co get inco the
swing of things," freshman pitcher
Jeremy Fisher said. "For me, it's my
first dose of college baseball."
Part of moving up co the nexc level
is getting used to the standard of
competition a player will be facing,
freshman pitcher Alex Gutcosch said.
"It's tough because there's only a
few freshman. There are a loc of junior college transfers chac have been
around for awhile," Guttosch said.
"You're pitching co guys who can hit
fastballs in all locations, so you have
to change speed."
Fisher and Gutosch are pare of a
pitching staff chat has no sec starters
ch us far and is wide open for spots to
fill, pitcher John Palmer said. le is
also che fuse rime many pitchers will
have to throw a full game since summer ball.
'Tm excited to see how I can do in
extended innings," Gutcosch said.
" I've only pitched one or two
innings ac a time so far chis year."
The Panther pitchers returning

STEPHEN H AAS/THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS

Ryan Campbell runs to first base after a bunt during a game at Coaches
Stadium April 25. Eastern scrimmages at 3:15 p.m. every day this week.
from last year are looking to get their
pitches back and get readjusted to
pitching in game situations, Palmer
said.
"You treat ic jusc like it's a regular

season game," Palmer said.
"Coach expects you to be able to
throw your curve and have the same
scuff you would during the season,"
Bouchez said.

FOOTBALL

Panthers lock in on new area recruit
BY MATTHEW STEVENS

Eastern's targeted recruits:
NAME(POSITION) HOMETOWN

SCHOOLS INTERESTED

+ lim Brown (TE), Joliet Ill.

Eastern, San Diego, Ball State,
Eastern Michigan, Northern Illinois
and Western Michigan.

+ Adam Kesler (WR) Mahomet, Ill.

Eastern**.

+ Anthony Morrison (LB/RB)
Bolingbrook, Ill.

Eastern*, Ball State, Boston College,
Eastern Michigan, Illinois, Iowa,
Nebraska, Northern Illinois,
Northwestern, Pittsburgh and
Wisconsin.

+ Sean Price (QB) Park Ridge, Ill.

Eastern*, Akron*, Central Michigan*,
Illinois*, Notre Dame and Purdue.

+ Lee Renfro (RB, S) Burnside, Ky.

Eastern*, Ball State*, Western
Kentucky*, Southern Illinois*, Eastern
Kentucky*, Notre Dame, Cincinnati,
Northwestern, South Caroli na,
Vanderbilt, Iowa, Kentucky, Louisvi lle
and Nebraska.

+ Tyler Rice (RB) Hoffman Estates, Ill. Eastern, Ill inois, Northwestern, Ball
State, and Northern Illinois.
+ Arthur Sargent (WR) Belleville, Ill. Eastern, Missouri, Ball State and
Northern Illinois.
'Indicates if a school has offered a scholarship to that player.
••indicates if a player has verbally committed IO that school.
-Source: showingblitz.com

SPORTS REPORTER

Eastern may be closer to adding
another local prospect to ics already
young and deep receiving corps.
Wide receiver Adam Kesler from
Mahomet, Ill. (Mahomet-Seymour
HS) has verbally committed co
Eastern for nexc season. Kesler will
have to wait until late in the spring
to officially sign che .national letter
of incenc wich che Panthers buc
decided in lace August to make his
college decision. According co
NCAA regulations, recrumng
prospects are not allowed to sign
with a university before February 4.
The Panther's coaching scaff has
declined to comment about recruits
uncil National Signing Day.
Ac 5' 11" and 180 pounds, Kesler
is not che most physically dominating wide receiver in the class of
2005, buc according co his high
school coach, his speed was che
drawing card for college coaches.
"He's a very good receiver in our
program and got beccer once he realized that he didn't have to run
through
people,"
MahomecSeymour H ead Coach Tom
Shallenberger said. "He's very quick

and very fasc and has been a valuable
asset."
Kesler has led che Bulldogs to a 70 scare to che 2004 season, and
Mahomet-Seymour sics atop che
Corn Belc Conference. The wide
receiver prospect chose che Panthers
after receiving interest from Illinois,
Illinois Stace, Northern Illinois and
Western Illinois.
" He gained 1,000 all-purpose
yards last season, and I'm sure he'll
surpass that number chis year
because he can also line up in che
backfield and run che ball for us,"
Shallenberger said.
Keiser does legitimately have
track speed as the senior has been a
member of che Bulldog crack and
field squad for four years.
As a member of MahometSeymour's track team this spring,
Kesler recorded a team-best 10.9 in
che 100 meters and was a member
of MSHS' record-setting 4 X 100
relay team (45.7). Kesler also
recorded a 22.9 in the 200 meters.
This quickness may be put in
good use on special teams once
Kesler steps on campus.
"He returns kicks and punts for
SEE
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